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THIS paper is concerned wit,h some problems considered by Hardy 
and R’amanujan, Titchmarsh, and Pillai. Suppose we are given a set 
ii of positive integers m. Let N(n,) denote Dhe number of m in t’he 
interval (0, n). By saying t’hat the norma, number of prime factors 
of a number m is B(n), we mean Dha’t, as n + co, t,here are only 
o[N(n)] of the m (< n) for which the number of prime factors does 
not lie between (1 -&c)B(n) for arbikarily small positive E. 

We use throughout the following not’ation: N(M, n) denot’es t,he 
number of integers not exceeding n in the set A!; d(n) is Dhe number 
of divisors of n.; p = logn, v = loglogn; p, pl, pi,... are prime 
numbers, and C,, C,:... denote posit’ive const,ants independent of 
n; m. 

In t’he first part,, I prove that, if X is t’he set p-1; and so 
N(n) - n/p, then B(n) = Y. I use the method of Brun and also that 
employed by Hardy and Ramanujan” in their proof that, when N is 
t’he set of all natural numbers, B(n) = v. I then apply my result t’o 
a problem of Titchmarsh”f who showed that,, if 

s = 1 qp-1), 
p<n 

(i) S < Cn, by Brun’s met,hod; 

(ii) S = C2 (2) by analytical met’hods; 

(iii) S = C,n+o(n) by assuming the Riema,nn hypothesis. 

As my result, means that, for a’lmost all p not exceeding n, i.e. 
except for o(njlogn) of t’he p, p- 1 has more t,han ( 1-•E)V prime 

* Hardy-Ramannjan, Quart. J. ofMnth. 48 (lgl’i), 76-92. See also S. Rama- 
nujan, Collect& Papers, 262-75. Recent,ly P. Tur&n gave a very simple proof 
of this theorem, but, the application of his method seems to be impossible here. 
J. of London Math. Sot. 9 (1934), 274-76. 

i E. C. Tit&marsh, Rend. de2 Circ. Mat. di Palermo, 54 (1930), 414-19. 
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factors, it is obvious that 

&q > ?$l-“v 
2p ’ 

since J’(p,n) > *n/p. This result is bet,ter than (ii) and is obtained 
in a more elementary way. 

In the second part I deal with Euler’s function C(n), 1 consider 
first the number N(M, n) where the set M denotes now the integers 
which can be expressed as the 4 of another integer. S. S. Pillai* 
found that 

Gn 
LTW’, n-1 -=c oje’ 

I* 

I deduce from the first part that 

N(IMTn) < -5 
P 

for every positive E and every n exceeding some n(e). I can prove by 

Brun’s method that 

N(N, n) > “$ log u. 

In the third part I examine how often an integer m can be repre- 
sented as the $, of anot,her integer. S. S. Pillai showed that integers 
m exist with at least C,(logm)(log”)~e representations. I replace this 
number by m(=5 by using Brun’s method. 

1. We shall presently evaluate LX(~W, n) for a certain set M. It will 

suffice to deal only with the m satisfying the following two conditions: 

(i) the greatest prime factor of m is greater than &ov; 

(ii) the greatest prime factor occurs to the first power only. 

For we have 

LEMMA 1. The number of m (and in fact of all positive integers not 
exceeding n) which do not satisfy both the conditions (i), (ii) is o(n@). 

We divide the integers not exceeding n which do not satisfy (i) int,o 
two classes N,, Na in number, putting in the tist those which have 
at most 10~ different prime factors. As the &/(log2))th power of 
any prime less than nlkOv is greater than n, we have 

.A\ < ((l+&)“li20~)10’ = n!(l+&)loY = o(s). 

* I have seen this in an American periodical that I cannot now trace. 
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The integers m of the second class have more than 10~ different 

prime factors; and so d(m) > Fey. But 

and so 

Hence 

In dealing with the integers not satisfying (ii) we may, from the 
first part, suppose that their greatest prime factor exceeds n1k20V). 
Hence these integers are divisible by a square exceeding fil/(loV) and 
so their number is less than 

This proves the lemma. 
We now require the following result which is an immediate con- 

sequence of Brun’s* method. 
If a is a given integer and &(a) denotes X(p, n) where (p--1)/u is 

a prime, then 

Al@) < co; 17 (1-j) JJ (1-$/g (1-j p<?t;a PlU 
P>2 P>2 

<c, n 
I-I (l-j)/ I-J (1-J 

41% n/al2 p,a 

P>2 

< c, nv2 
a(log n/u)2’ 

(1) 

since 

follows easily from Landau’s result ~$(a) > C,,a/(logloga). 
Denote the posit’ive integers containing exactly k different prime 

* V. Brun, Vidensk. selsk. drifter, Mat.-Naturw. Kl. (Kristiania), 3 (1920), 
and Comptearendus, 168 (1919), 544-6. See also Bull. Sot. Math. (2) 43 (1914), 
l-9. 
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factors by c@, ap),... and put f,(k) = N&n) where p is such that 
p- 1 equals one of the alIt). We prove that 

,I-1WOV) 

f,(k) < 2 
.!*-l)=l 

1 

q$l(~~k-19+o ; . 

0 

For let us write down the f,(k) primes p not exceeding n for which 

p-1 = /J!U = % 7. q1 & .-qp ,̂ 

where the q’s are primes and p1 < q2 . . . < qk. By Lemma 1 we need 
only consider the cases given by qk > nl@OV), + = 1. Consider also 
the primes p’ such that 

p*-1 = q&-U z ) 

where q is a prime and @-I) < nl-i/(lOv). The inequality {2) will be 
proved, if every p occurs among the p’, and this is obviously the 
case, since, for given p, we may choose 

a$k-‘) = qyi ,@ ... &“-;’ < nl-‘l(20d 

since qk > n1i(20v). Thus (2) is established. 

From (I), (2), we have 

(3) 

Now (4) 

so f?l@) < 
c,,n(~+G3)k+310 n 

0 (k-l)!p2 ’ p2 ’ (5) 

or say f,@) = &+O 
0 
; - 

Applying the method used by Hardy and Ramanujan to prove 
that almost all integers have v different prime factors, we now prove 
our theorem that v is also the normal number of prime factors of 
p- 1. We have to show that 
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It suEices to deal with t,he case k < V(I--E), since the sum for 
k > v( 1$ E) follows in a similar way. Now 

Clearly 23, < B, < . . . < B,l,-,~,l, for v > V(E). Also 

%Wdl (v+ ~*,)~v~l-9~~1-~v~l-~~1 

%iG = ([~(1-g~,]-l)([v(l--~)]-2)...[V(l-E)] 
Iv+ q3p-1 

’ 41-+E){V(l-&)-l}...{“(l--E)+l} 

Hence 

> & (l+&)*SV, > v5$ for sufficiently small 6. 
13 

Also 

Thus 

t,he required result. 
By simila’r but perhaps a little more complicated arguments, we 

can show that the same result holds when multiple fact’ors are 
counted multiply, i.e. when a prime power q” dividing p-l is 
reckoned as 01 factors instead of 1. 

2. We prove t.he 

THEOREM. N(&f,n) = o(npE-I) for a.11 positive E, where the set ,%f 
are the integers which can be expressed ilz the form c&x). 

The proof depends upon the result, due Tao Hardy and Ramanujan, 

N(m,,n) < C,, 
n(loglog n + C17p-l 

(k-l)!logn ’ (6) 

3695.6 P 
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where m, denotes the integers having k different prime factors, Since 

clearly 4(x) > n if x > C,, nv. Hence it will suffice to prove t,hat, 
there are only o(q~~-l) different values in the set $(I), C(2),..., 

dwl8n4. 
Consider first the integers not exceeding C&YZV which have less 

than v/k different prime factors where k is for the moment arbitrary. 
On replacing n, k in (6) by C18nv, v/k respect,ively, and noting that 
k! > (k/e)k, we prove easily that their number is o(npl-E) for every 
E if k > k(e), say, independent of n, and so they need not be dealt 
with any further. 

We have still to consider the integers which have more than v/k 
different prime factors. Denote now by p, q respectively the primes 
such that p-l has respectively less than and not less than &X+1 
different prime factors. From (5), we deduce that’, for sufficiently 
large n, 

Hence xp-’ converges, since 

m N(p.n)--N(p, n- 1) 
n 

P ?L=l 
m 

-c( 1 

- O$ 
n.=l 

We now divide the integers having more than v/k different prime 
factors into two classes M,, M,, putting in the tist those divisible by 
at least &vJk of the p and in the second class the remainder, say the 
b’s, which of course are divisible by at least -&v/k of the q. The 
integers m, are divisible by an integer a (say) composed of exactly 
[&/k] of the p. Hence 

Nh, cl8 nv) < Cl, nv 2 W 
a 
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where 1 l/p” converges to A, say. 
Ql,P 

We now deal with the b’s. Clearly $(6) has more than (&~/k)4Ok, i.e. 
20~ prime factors, p”” now reckoning as ty. factors. The integers having 
more than 20v prime factors are now divided into two set,s of 
which the first includes t,he integers whose square-free part has 
more than 10~ prime fa’ctors, Each of these integers has more than 
210” divisors and so, since 

&w N xlogx, 

their number is less than 

Cl, nw log nv 
21OY 

,o!!. 

0 E-L 

The second set includes the integers whose square-free part has not 
more than 1Ov prime factors, and so their quadratic part ha’s at least 
10~ prime fact,ors. An integer, however, whose quadratic part is s is 
divisible by a square exceeding s*, as is easily seen by putt,ing 
s = p;a1pp... (ai > 1). Hence Dhe number of the integers of the 
second set is less t’han 

since 210V/3 > p2. 
Hence t’here are only o(n/p) different values for 4(b) and so Dhe 

theorem is proved. 

3. We require three lemmas. 

LEMMA 2. N(m,n) = o(n<) f or every positive E, if m is a num.ber 
whose greatest prime factor is less than I*. 

Every integer can be expressed in one and only one way as a pro- 
duct of an rth power (r > l), and an integer not divisible by any 
rth power. Denote by nz, an integer free from rth-power divisors, 
whose greatest prime factor is less t’han p. Then 

N(m,,n) < rClsdY, 

since the number of primes less than TV is less than C19&. Hence 

N(m, n) < n11rrc~9P/V. 
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But r is arbitrary and can be taken so large that 

S(m,n) = o(rP). 

Let p be any fixed number such that 0 < p -=c 1. Then from the 
prime-number t’heorem 

N(p. pl+q > cIzoplfplv. 
We now prove 

LEMXA 3. The number of square-free integers not exceeding n com- 
posed of [C,, pl+p/v] + 1 arbitrarily given primes not exceeding pl+P, 

where C,, < C20, is Q(n”) (0 < cr < *p). 

For consider the square-free integers composed of the given primes 
and having [p/(l+p)v] factors. These are all less than n, since 

(p,l+P)PI(l+P)v = n? 

and their number is the binomial coefficient 

nk 
Since i > tE , 

0 0 
this coefficient is greater than 

(C,, pP( 1 +p))I"l(l+P)~l > c,p~~~+P)~I(Iup)~LI~~ 

> i&w+P)~l~~P z Q(nU) (0 < u c $p). 

LENMA 4. We can Jind a positive p so small that there are more than 
C22p1+p/v primes p not exceeding yl+p such that p- 1 is com+wsed of 
primes all less tha.n p. 

If p-l has a prime fa’ctor 4 not less than ,u, then 

p-l = aq, a < pp. 

By (1) t’he number of values of p not exceeding pl+p and satisfying 

this equation for given a is less than 

c23tL1+p j---J (q+q g (1-i) 

P#2 

< C24Pp J-J (l-;)/d I--J (1-i). 

we 
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The sum in a 
213 

since fl{ 1+0($)) converges. 
P 

Since* 
2 
a_,&=2n’ c 31510gX+o(log2), 

the sum in a is less than c2, P@u’+P/V, 

where C,, is independent of p. This proves the lemma since the 
number of primes not exceeding $+p is greater than C&,$+PV-~ and 

(c20-c2,p)~!! > L-5$!? 
for sufficiently small p. 

We now proceed to our main theorem. We consider the square-free 
integers not exceeding n composed of the primes in Lemma 4. By 
Lemma 3 there are Q(nU) of them, Clearly the 4 of all these integers 
is divisible only by primes less than I-L. By Lemma 2 these 4 have 
only o(nE) different values. Hence, if we choose E less than +a, we 
have an integer m not exceeding n which can be represented $2(n”-<) 
[> O(n*~)] times as the $ of another integer. Since n > m, the 
number of these representations is greater than mcs where C, > +a, 
as was stated in the introduction. 

* E. Landau, Giittinger Nacb. (1900), 177-86. 


